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NISSE RYDBLOM 
 

EDUCATION 
After a high-school education specialising in technology, I started my studies at the Royal 
Institute of Technology (KTH), in the electrical technology faculty. After two years of study, I 
did my National Service with P18 Visby, being trained as a platoon commander, and serving 
as leader for an all-terrain vehicle group. It was interesting to get training in leadership and 
psychology at such a young age. After my National Service, I continued my studies at KTH 
and graduated with a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering after three and a half years 
rather than the usual four.  

I have always been interested in economics, which I have studied at university and other 
institutions. After working for just over 10 years, I took an Executive MBA at Uppsala 
University, specialising in International Business Administration. The course was excellent 
and rewarding, with top lecturers from the academic and business worlds.   

During my career, I have taken part in several courses in different areas of technology, but 
also in sales, leadership, project management, personal development and quality (ISO 
9001). I am officially qualified to work as an internal auditor for ISO 9001 and TickIT. 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
I grew up as part of a family company – Stures Busstjänst (Sture’s Coach Service) – of which 
I was also one of the owners. This meant I grew up with business and customer care in my 
blood. During my studies, I also worked part-time as a bus driver, learning even more about 
how to work in a service business and keep the customer satisfied.   

My first job after KTH was at Standard Radio & Telefon as a designer of short-wave radio 
equipment. I soon realised that designing hardware was not a passion; rather I wanted to get 
closer to the customer and work more with software. I therefore started at Sypro as a 
consultant in real-time system development.  

After that, I was asked if I wanted to be a system engineer at Silicon Graphics (SGI). SGI is 
an American computer manufacturer, a world leader in advanced graphic and high 
performance computing. As a system engineer, I worked with technical sales support for the 
sales team, servicing equipment and providing customer support. This included customer 
presentations, preparing tenders, designing solutions, performance testing and technical 
advice. After a while I was asked to head the technical department of four staff. I was 
however too young, and not mature enough to switch from being “one of the boys” to being 
the manager, so after six months I asked to move back to my previous position. This was 
however a worthwhile experience that has helped me in my later leadership roles. I was also 
responsible for training, developing course material, leading courses and having overall 
responsibility. I always got good scores in evaluations for the material and my approach to 
teaching.   

In my later years at SGI in Sweden, I concentrated on technical support for supercomputers. 
I was involved in the sales of the most powerful computers in Sweden. At the same time, I 
started the SGI consultancy business, as customers were demanding more than simply the 
hardware. I carried out two projects for the pharmaceutical industry, using the internet as an 
interface in their bioinformatics research, which dramatically increased access for 
researchers around the world to the new powerful computers. Both projects were delivered 
on time and exceeded the customer’s expectations.   

It then became time to do something new, in which I could make the most of my newly 
completed MBA education and embrace new work and cultural influences. I therefore applied 
for and won a position with SGI’s factory in Cortaillod, Switzerland. This was a truly 
multicultural workplace and city. The factory had 300 staff from 22 countries; 25% of the 
city’s population came from somewhere other than Switzerland. I was employed in the 
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advanced-computer division and reported directly to the factory manager. The cheapest 
computer built there cost a few hundred thousand kronor and the most advanced tens of 
millions. The biggest computer we built when I was there had 256 CPUs, 500 GB of internal 
memory and several terabytes of disk memory.  

My role was to be the primary contact for the European sales offices (and for one product, for 
the whole world), to take care of everything beyond the everyday, i.e. escalations, specific 
customer solutions, priorities and customer visits to the factory. I was also contact person for 
the marketing departments at head office in the USA. I was responsible for dealing with 
delivery problems: investigating, resolving and preventing them. My group also ran the loan 
program for advanced computers used at trade fairs, customer demonstrations and so on, 
and compilation and analysis of delivery statistics, such as how well the factory met its 
delivery goals in terms of time and quality. In this role, I had staffing responsibility for four 
people. I was also project manager for several process-improvement projects, including 
making it possible for customers to perform final testing in the factory before delivery, as well 
as a global return process to take wrongly delivered products back to the factory.   

In my final period at SGI, I was IT Manager in the pan-European IT department responsible 
for the European CRM system. This system was used by 200 salespeople around Europe, 
but it was not a popular system and was used incorrectly. With my team of three people, I 
carried out a “restart” of the project; successfully increasing usage and helping people get 
more from the system.   

Then I was headhunted for a position with PSINet, an American internet service provider. 
The post was as head of Customer Operations (CO), which involved order-handling, delivery, 
customer care and technical support for continental Europe. There were 60 staff in four 
groups, with managers reporting to me. I reported to the head of CO for all of Europe. The 
manager who employed me changed jobs just before I started. My new manager and I had 
completely different perceptions of leadership and how one best can treat staff and 
responsibility. This became even more acute during major cutbacks to the European 
workforce. Our differences of opinion on how this should be handled made it impossible for 
us to continue to work together.   

Despite this coming at the start of the IT crash, I succeed in finding a new position quickly. 
This was once again in telecommunications and customer operations, this time with Aerzone, 
a newly started company providing wireless communications for public areas. My job was to 
build up the order-handling and customer service departments for all of Europe. I had just 
prepared by first proposal for this when the parent company closed Aerzone down without 
notice.   

The labour market in IT in Switzerland at that time was extremely tough. And without being a 
native speaker of any of Switzerland’s main languages, it was very difficult to find a new 
position, so we decided to move home.   

Back in Sweden, I began working as consultant manager for the IT consultancy company 
Dataunit, within the Citat Group. I had staffing responsibility for eight consultants, and was in 
charge of new sales. Another area of responsibility was tendering for framework agreements 
for IT consultants with the Swedish Agency for Public Management. Dataunit was allowed to 
sign a framework agreement, despite its limited size.  

I soon began carrying out consulting assignments within quality, process development and 
project management. I was quality manager for a major development project for FMV and 
project manager for a maintenance project for Ericsson. At the same time, I was the lead 
project manager and quality manager for the introduction of ISO 9001:2000 in the Citat 
Group. The certification was successful, and since then I have continued as quality manager 
for the group. In process development, I carried out a major investigation into how Botkyrka 
municipal government should organise, consolidate and improve the efficiency of its IT 
operations. The council took the recommendations onboard in their entirety, with a new 
project initiated to produce an action plan that the newly appointed IT manager has since 
been following.   

As a project manager, I ran two projects for Ericsson when it introduced restricted access for 
its intranet. The first involved developing a solution, administrative processes and routines; 
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the second implemented the solution with 170 Ericsson partners around the world. Both 
projects were delivered on time and budget with the required quality.  

During my last two years at Dataunit, I was also hired internally by the parent company, Citat, 
to build up a central IT organisation and be IT manager for the entire group. After that, I was 
employed by Citat and continued as IT manager, also taking on responsibility for purchasing 
for the group. As IT manager, I have complete budget and staffing responsibility for the 
shared IT operations and user support across the group. The IT organisation has six 
technicians and an annual budget of SEK 12 million.  

In my staffing role, I have had several different challenges, from building up the organisation 
and workforce, rehabilitation of staff after long-term sick leave, redundancies and outsourcing 
to external suppliers. I have developed as a leader and manager, taking care of both positive 
and negative situations, and have learnt to handle these situations in a correct, honourable 
way based on the best interests of the staff.  

The IT projects I have carried out include upgrades to financial systems, acquisition and 
launch of a new backup system, server consolidation, relocation of several offices (including 
creating two new computer rooms) and creating a framework for information security. During 
this time, the Citat Group has changed continually, with several companies and offices being 
integrated into the group or spun off. At its peak, Citat had ten companies, eight offices and 
450 employees. Today it has four companies, four offices and 300 employees. This has 
meant me being involved several times in due diligence ahead of acquisitions and 
outsourcing agreements.   

On the purchasing side, I have negotiated several framework agreements, including for 
mobile and fixed telephony, networks, vehicle leasing, office equipment and printing. By 
coordinating purchases and reducing the number of suppliers, we have reduced costs by 10-
15%.   

Citat was acquired last year by the Finnish state-owned group Edita. A major integration 
project was carried out during the autumn to combine Citat and Edita in a pan-Nordic 
organisation at every level. I led the sub-project dealing with the future structure for IT. This 
led to a recommendation that operations in Sweden should be outsourced. This is now 
finalized and there is no longer a need for an IT manager in Sweden. Therefore I left the 
company on 1 March 2009.   

 

PERSONAL 
I really enjoy good food and wine. I like preparing food and having friends home for dinner. 
My interest in wine formed during our years in Switzerland and I keep our cellar stocked with 
interesting wines ever since.  

Apart from golf, I play various racket sports, primarily badminton and squash. Long walks 
and jogging, and skiing during winter, are other interests. I have a great love for music, with 
just about everything from classical to modern pop in my collection, with an emphasis on 
French music. I also go now and again to the theatre and opera.  

I enjoy travelling, especially to French wine districts; France’s film and cultural aspects are 
also an interest.  

 

FUTURE 
The best role for me would be something working closely with the customer. This could be as 
a consultant manager, consultant, service manager, project manager, department manager 
or customer operations manager. It could also be as IT manager for a company or a group, 
preferably where I could have an influence on operations as well as future frameworks in 
order to improve the company’s competitiveness and quality.  


